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to proceed upon our way. The six hour trip across the Marmora
was a beautiful dream. The sunset behind Europe coloured
the sea like shot silk, a full moon rose over Asia and illumined
the night like day.
The Turkish crew had laid Oriental carpets on the little
raised platform at the stern. Our little boat was so low in the
water that, had one of those sudden storms arisen, we should
have instantly been swamped, but the night was uncannily
calm and the sea surface rippled as far as the eye could see.
One by one the tired men fell asleep, and I alone lay wide awake
with my face upturned to the stars, listening to the sound
of the water against the boat's side, which is one of the sweetest
sounds I know.
At midnight we came in sight of the little town whose very
existence was unknown to the world a week before. The
lights of great warships added an impressive importance.
We tied up alongside the pier and Turkish sentries came and
sat cross-legged on the pier's edge, their high fur caps and
slung rifles silhouetted against the sky, and they smoked our
cigarettes and said they were sorry it was too late to let us
land.
The remainder of the night had now to be faced. There
was one cabin. It was unanimously given up to me. On
deck there were mosquitoes, and the air was fetid with the
sickening stench of decomposing bodies, for here too refugees
had been embarked as at Smyrna. The ceding to me of the
cabin seemed a generous gesture, but I was shortly driven out
by fleas. The deck was preferable, with a leather suif-case for
a pillow, but I slept only fitfully because I ached so owing to
the hardness of the deck and because the mosquitoes bit me,
and the moon shone down like an arc light in my face, and
Turkish soldiers came on board and walked around talking
volubly 1
The wreck of me accompanied the others early in the morning
to the Konak, or Town Hall, in the little cobble-stoned village
street where the conference was taking place. British, French
and Italian representatives had landed at our pier from their
respective warships at the same time that we landed from our
tug boat. We were known to all of them and caused surprise.

